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The search for movies, events, plays, sports and activities An unexpected turn of events during the fateful holi season forever changes the life of innocent teenagers ... moreFilmy PassWatched? Add your rating &amp; review ofOnline tickets→Movie tickets→The best movies→Parineeta Learn more edit a chirpy and jovial teenager, Mehul, whose higher secondary finish is on the doorstep while her
infatuation over her tutor cum neighbor Babai yes, is on the rise. He's an exceptional student and a jewel of the neighborhood. On Holi day, Mehul mixes sindoor in color to play with Babai da. Unknowingly, Babai that pours color over his head denoting the sacred sindoor-daan custom. But disaster strikes when Babai commits suicide under undisclosed circumstances which leaves Mehul's world in complete
chaos. The journey of Mehul's unspoken love turning into embroideries of the better half of Babai Da is the story of PARINEETI. By Raj Chakraborty Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Parenting Guide: Add parent content tip » User reviews Edit See Parineeta Movie Online on ZEE5 Release Date: 30 August 2019 (India) See more » Edit budget:INR12.50 0.000 (estimated) See more on IMDbPro » Raj
Chakraborty Productions See more » Work time: 115 min Page ratio: 16:9 HD See full technical specifications » Chirp and jovial teenager, Mehul, whose more secondary finishes are on the doorstep while her infatuation with her tutor cum neighbour Babai is , is on the rise. He's an exceptional student and a jewel of the neighborhood. On Holi day, Mehul mixes sindoor in color to play with Babai da.
Unknowingly, Babai that pours color over his head denoting the sacred sindoor-daan custom. But disaster strikes when Babai commits suicide under undisclosed circumstances which leaves Mehul's world in complete chaos. The journey of Mehul's unspoken love turning into embroideries of the better half of Babai Da is the story of PARINEETI. Cast - Subhasree Ganguly , Ritwick Chakraborty , Biswajit
Chakraborty , Gaurav Chakrabarty , Samiul Alam , Tulika Basu , Tithi Das , Adrija Addy Roy , Adrit Roy , Falaque Rashid Roy , Laboni Sarkar Director - Raj Chakraborty Parineeta is a romance film. Directed by Raj Chakraborty and starring Subhasree Ganguly, Ritwick Chakraborty, Biswajit Chakraborty, Gaurav Chakrabarty, Samiul Alam, Tulika Basu, Tithi Das, Adrija Addy Roy, Adrit Roy, Falaque Rashid
Roy and Laboni Sarkar. Total ratings: 1002 About movies Online How to use FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS Bengali romantic-drama film directed by Raj Chakraborty ParineetaFilm posterDirected byRaj ChakrabortyProduced byRaj ChakraBortyScreenplay byPadmanabha DasguptaStory byPriyanka Poddar Arnab BhaumikStarringSubhashree Ganguly Ritwick ChakraborTy Gaurav Chakrabarty
Falaque Rashid Roy Adrit Roy Music byArkoCinematographyManas GangulyEdited bySanglap BhowmikProductioncompany Raj Chakraborty ProductionsRelease date 6 September 2019 (2019-09-06) CountryIndiaLanguageBengaliBudget₹90 uredski. ₹2,3 crore Parineeta Parineeta পিরণীতা) is a 2019 Indian Bengali romantic drama film directed and produced by Raj Chakraborty under the banner of Raj
Chakraborty Productions. The film illustrates a love breakup and a revenge urban love story – with Subhashree Ganguly, Ritwick Chakraborty, Gaurav Chakrabarty and Falaque Rashid Roy. Adrit Roy plays a key role in the film. The film's music is composed by Arko Pravo Mukherjee. [1] The film was theatrically released on September 6, 2019 [2] And it was launched on ZEE5 for online streaming. [3] The
film earned ₹2.3 crore worldwide, and Subhashree received the best actress award at the West Bengal Film Journalists Association Awards. Plot Mehul (Subhashree Ganguly) is infatuated with her tuition teacher, Babaid (Ritwick Chakraborty). Mehul believes Babaida is reciprocating with her feelings. Babaida tells her she has something to say to her and she assumes he's going to propose. On Holi, while
she waits on the terrace (with abeer and vermillion), Babaida introduces Sayantika, his new girlfriend. He puts abeer and vermillion on Mehul and tells her now she must shoulder responsibility not only to him, but his better half too. Mehul is heartbroken and begins to avoid him. One day, a distraught Babaida hands her a letter, which she reluctantly takes. Three months later, she was told Babaida had
committed suicide. After she saw his body, she broke down. Four years later, Mehul works at a government company with a low-paid salary with which he maintains two households - his own and Babaidino,where only his pinned mother lives. Her colleague Ananda encourages her to go to an interview at a large corporate company, Unirog. Mehul does it, and he's hired. On his first day, he meets his boss,
the young man Ranadeb (Gaurav Chakrabarty). Mehul gives him him a makeover, dresses more provocatively and boldly, and captures Ranadeb's attention. Babaid's mother, meanwhile, is dying. One day, Ranadeb invited her to dinner and tried to sleep with her. Suddenly his phone rings and Mehul sees his wife calling him: Sayantika, Babaid's girlfriend. When she provokes him, Ranadeb asks her who
she is and tries to rape her, but she runs away. In the next scene, she runs to the police station barefoot, messes up her makeup, and her dress is torn, indicating that she was raped. That's when the mystery behind Babaida's suicide is revealed. From a letter he gave her, Mehul learned that Babaida and Sayantika were college friends and had entered Unicorn as interns. Sayantics began to change after
Ranadeb began to show interest in her. One day Babaida entered Ranadeb's cabin to find Sayantika and Ranadeb waved. Furious, attacking Ranadeb. Sayantika and Ranadeb conspired against Babaida. Sayantika ran to the police station in the same way as Mehul and falsely accused Babaida of raping her, causing Babaida to face legal charges. The rape charge was too much to accept, as was his end
of career, and he committed suicide. Sayantika and Ranadeb after Babaid's death. Before he died, he realized that only Mehul would believe that she loved him. In this day and age, Mehul falsely accuses Ranadeb of rape in the same way and he is arrested. He and Sayantika are also charged with fraud. So it becomes clear that Mehul entered the company with a motive to avenge Babaid's death. In the
end, she speaks to Babaid's portrait and tells him that she considered herself his wife because he put vermillion on her head that day on Holi, four years ago. Being his wife, it was her duty to give him justice. Cast Ritwick Chakraborty as Babai[4] Subhashree Ganguly as Mehul[5] Gaurav Chakrabarty as Ranadeb[6] Biswajit Chakraborty as Mehul's father Laboni Sarkar as Babai's mother Tulika Bas as
JaHul's mother Samiul Alam Adrija Addy Roy as Tusu - Mehul's friend Tithi Das Adrit Roy as Ananda (Guest Appearance) Falaque Rashid Roy as Sayantika (Guest) Marketing and the release of the official trailer of the film was presented by Raj Chakraborty Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. The 4th. Date: 31 July 2019 [7] Theatrically released on 6 September 2019, [8] The film was released to great acclaim. The
film was highly regarded by critics as well as the masses &amp; received a positive for mixed reviews. Awards and nominations At the WBFJA Awards, the film won best actress for Ganguly. At the Films &amp; Frames Digital Awards, Parineeta won leading six awards out of leading 7 nominations: Best Film, Best Director, Best Actress for Ganguly, Best Playback Singer Female for Shreya Ghoshal, Best
Music Director &amp; Best Song by Tomaka. Soundtrack ParineetaSoundtrack album ArkoReleased27 July 2019Recorded2018StudioAudioGarage studiosGenreFeature film soundtrackLabelRCE MusicArko chronology Shesh Theke Shuru (2019) Parineeta (2019) Shanti O Projapoti Ro (2019) Singles from Parineete Tomake ( তামােক) (Female)Published: 13 July 2019 Shei Tumi ( সই তুিম)Published: 27 Jul
2019 Soundtrack music composed by Arko on his own lyrics. All verses are written by Arko; all music is composed by Arko.Track listNo.TitleSingerLength1. Tomake ( তামােক) (female)Shreya Ghoshal2:562. Shei Tumi ( সই তুিম)Arko3:413. Tomake ( তামােক) (Male)Arko2:56 Reference ^ Ganguly, Ruman (26 March 2019). Raj Chakrabarty's next film is a love story. The time of India. ^ Raj Chakraborty's
'Parineeta' to announce on this date. The time of India. , 24 July 2019. ^ Parineeta on ZEE5. ZEE5, ZEE5. , 6 September 2019 returned 6 December 2019. ^ েমর গে  ঋি ক- ভ ী জিুট, মহর� সারেলন রাজ চ বতী - Sangbad Pratidin (in Bengali). ^ Subhasree Ganguly, Ritwick come together for Raj Chakraborty's Parineeta - Cinestaan. ^ রােজর ছিব িদেয়ই কামব াক ভ ীর - ABP Anandoplus (in Bengali). ^ Parineeta -
পিরণীতা - Official trailer - Subhashree - Ritwick - Raj Chakraborty Entertainment. Youtube. RAJ CHAKRABORTY FUNVentures. , 4 July 2019. ^ Raj Chakraborty Entertainment [@RCEpvt] (23 July 2019). Detecting #PARINEETA September 6 at the theaters. Our second song #SheiTumi soon, so stay tuned for updates. t.co/LLThUrRSnq (Tweet) - via Twitter. Parineet external links on IMDb retrieved from
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